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Introduction
The sequential stochastic assignment problem (SSAP) assigns sequentially arriving tasks to a set of workers so as to maximize the expected value of a reward function : there are n sequentially arriving tasks with random values that should be optimally assigned to n workers with fixed success rates. Associated with the jth arriving task is a random variable X j and a value x j , which is revealed upon its arrival. The tasks' associated random variables are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID). The reward of each assignment is the product of the worker's success rate and the task value assigned to the worker. The objective is to maximize the expected sum of the assignment rewards. The number of tasks and the distribution of the task's random variable are known. The main challenge is that the decision maker irrevocably assigns the arriving tasks to workers, without knowing the future task values. The optimal policy for the SSAP with n tasks computes n intervals and assigns the arriving task to the worker with the ith largest success rate if the task value is in the ith highest interval , as defined by Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 . For each n ≥ 1, there exists numbers −∞ a 0,n ≤ a 1,n ≤ . . . ≤ a n,n +∞, such that whenever there are n workers (with p 1 ≤ p 2 ≤ . . . ≤ p n ) to be assigned to n tasks, then the optimal choice in the initial stage is to use p i if the random variable X 1 is contained in the interval (a i−1,n , a i,n ], i 1, 2, . . . , n. The a i,n depend on G X (the CDF of tasks associated random variable) but do not depend on the {p i }. Furthermore, a i,n is the expected value, in an (n − 1) stage problem, of the quantity assigned to the ith smallest p (assuming an optimal policy is being followed), and the total expected reward is given by n i 1 a i,n+1 p i .
(1)
The constants {a i,n } are computed recursively, as described in Corollary 1. The interval thresholds depend on the number of tasks and the tasks distribution but are independent of the workers' success rates.
Corollary 1 . Define a 0,n −∞ and a n,n +∞. Then a i,n+1 a i,n a i−1,n x dG X (x) + a i−1,n G X (a i−1,n ) + a i,n (1 − G X (a i,n )),
(2) for i = 1,2,. . .,n, where −∞.0 and +∞.0 are both defined to be 0.
The secretary problem seeks to find the optimal policy for selecting the best element among a known number of sequentially arriving objects (Lindley 1961) . The main challenge in the secretary problem is that the decision maker must make an irrevocable decision by comparing the relative rank of the candidates interviewed so far, without any information on the quality of the next (future) arriving candidates. Similar to the SSAP, the optimal policy of the secretary problem has a threshold structure: A number of candidates are interviewed, and the quality of the best interviewed candidate is set as a threshold. Then, the first candidate with a quality greater than the threshold is hired. Although the optimal thresholds of the SSAP are computed before the assignment process using the distribution of the task values, there is a training phase in the secretary problem to set the threshold because there is no prior information on the secretary quality values.
There are two differences between the SSAP and the secretary problem. First, whereas the secretary problem seeks to hire the best secretary, each arriving task in the SSAP is assigned to a worker with a distinct success rate value. Second, whereas one element is selected in the secretary problem, the assignment process for the SSAP begins with the arrival of the first task, and there is no training phase during which all tasks can be discarded.
The similarities between the SSAP and the secretary problem can be used to propose policies for one problem using the other problem. In one direction, the SSAP is used to derive optimal policies for the full information secretary problem, in which the quality values of the sequentially arriving elements are independently drawn from a known distribution. In the other direction, the secretary problem is used to generalize the SSAP by relaxing the assumption that task values come from a known distribution. The SSAP without any prior information on task values is referred to as the generalized SSAP (GSSAP). This paper uses the weighted secretary problem (Babaioff et al. 2009 ) to design two deterministic policies and one randomized assignment policy for GSSAP. In the weighted secretary problem, a known number of sequentially arriving elements are used as a training phase to compute thresholds. These thresholds are then used to assign tasks to workers after the training phase. While using the same threshold structure of the algorithm for the weighted secretary problem, the proposed assignment policies for GSSAP seek to answer this question: How to assign the tasks arriving in the training phase? The main contribution of this paper is proposing three different methods to assign training phase tasks to workers and analyzing the performance by comparing the total expected reward. Although the deterministic algorithms provide slightly better lower bounds on the expected reward, the randomized algorithm is incentive compatible: it assigns each task to any of the workers with equal probability. This provides fairness because the sequentially arriving elements do not have an incentive to appear in specific stages to be assigned to better workers. Although the proposed algorithms start the assignment process from the first stage, they do not necessarily assign each task to one worker (i.e., some tasks might be discarded during the assignment process).
Note that the reward of an algorithm for an online matching problem without any prior information on the corresponding values of the online elements depends on the input sequence (i.e., the sequentially arriving tasks in GSSAP). Therefore, the proposed algorithms are evaluated by their competitive ratios.
Definition 1. An algorithm is α-competitive if its expected reward is at least 1 α times the optimal offline reward, where the optimal offline reward is the maximum reward achieved when all elements are known in advance.
SSAP has applications in several areas, including the organ transplant, revenue management, and asset selling problem (Su and Zenios 2005, Khatibi et al. 2014 ) . Although assuming that task values are independently drawn from a known distribution can be used to derive the optimal policy that achieves the maximum expected reward, it is not an entirely reasonable assumption in real applications. This paper relaxes this assumption and proposes assignment policies with a guaranteed lower bound on the expected reward, which can be used in real applications with no prior information on the sequentially arriving elements. Moreover, the proposed algorithms start the assignment process from the first stage. This is particularly important in applications in which discarding tasks is very costly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes several extensions of the secretary problem and SSAP and discusses the relation between the two problems. Section 3 proposes the three assignment policies for GSSAP. Section 4 presents the results of several numerical experiments that compare the performance of the three proposed algorithms. Section 5 provides a summary of the results and concluding comments.
The Secretary Problem and the Sequential Stochastic Assignment
There are n sequentially arriving secretaries interviewed one by one in the secretary problem. Once a secretary is interviewed, its relative quality (i.e., the quality compared with secretaries interviewed in the previous stages) is observed. An irrevocable decision, either to hire or to reject, is made at each stage. Once rejected, a secretary cannot be recalled. On the basis of the objective and the assumptions, four different types of the secretary problem can be defined: the objective is maximizing either the probability of hiring the best secretary or the expected quality of the hired secretary. The quality values are assumed either to come independently from a known distribution (the full information secretary problem) or to have a random arrival order (without any assumption on the values). The random arrival order of elements is formally defined.
Definition 2. The sequentially arriving elements have a random arrival order if each element has a 1 n probability of being the jth best choice with j 1, 2, . . . , n.
The optimal policy of the secretary problem with no assumptions on the quality values and the objective to maximize the probability of hiring the best secretary divides the arriving elements into two sets. First, a set of secretaries are interviewed without anyone being hired. These secretaries are referred to as the training set, with a threshold defined as the quality of the best secretary in the training set. In the second phase, the first secretary that has a quality above the threshold is hired. It can be shown that as n → +∞, the optimal number of secretaries in the training phase approaches n e and the probability of hiring the best secretary approaches 1 e (Freeman 1983 ). The optimal policy of the secretary problem with no assumptions on secretaries quality values and the objective to maximize the expected quality of the hired secretary (or equivalently, minimize the expected rank of the hired secretary) is of the following form: hire the rth secretary if their relative rank s (i.e., their rank among the secretaries interviewed so far) satisfies s ≤ s * (r), where s * (r) is a function of the stage number that computes the optimal relative rank. The intuition is that after a few interviews of not observing a secretary of relative rank 1, the best secretary has been rejected in the training phase with a large probability. Therefore, because the objective is to minimize the expected rank of the hired secretary (and not maximizing the probability of hiring the best secretary), a secretary of relative rank 2 is hired, and so on. Chow et al. (1964) prove that as n → +∞, the absolute rank of the secretary hired by the optimal policy tends to
3.8695. Enns (1970) derives the optimal policy for the full information secretary problem with the objective to maximize the probability of hiring the best secretary and proves that the probability of obtaining the maximum value is independent of the distribution. Consider the full information secretary problem with the objective to maximize the expected quality of the hired secretary E[x 1 ], where x 1 denotes the quality value of the hired secretary. This problem is a special case of the SSAP : assume that n tasks with associated random values coming independently from a known distribution arrive sequentially, and there is one worker with a fixed success rate p 1 1 (and n − 1 workers with success rate of p 2 p 3 . . . p n 0) to be assigned one of the tasks . The goal is to maximize the expected reward of the assignment, which is given by
where x i 1 denotes the task value assigned to the single available worker. This problem is equivalent to the full information secretary problem because both problems maximize the expected quality of the selected elements. The optimal policy of SSAP determines the optimal policy for the secretary problem: n optimal intervals are defined using Corollary 1, and the task is assigned to the worker with success rate p 1 1 (or equivalently the secretary is hired) if the task (secretary) value is in the highest interval x ∈ (a n−1,n , a n,n ] (as in Theorem 1). Jacobson: Generalized Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem Stochastic Systems, 2018, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 293-306, © 2018 The Author(s)
The Multiple Choice Problem
The multiple choice secretary problem selects a subset of k secretaries so as to maximize either the expected sum of their qualities (Kleinberg 2005) or the probability of selecting the k best secretaries (Glasser and Holzager 1983) . Another version of the multiple choice secretary problem seeks to maximize the probability of hiring the best secretary among the k choices (Sakaguchi 1978) . The full information multiple choice secretary problem maximizes E[ k i 1 x i ], where k is the number of secretaries to be hired, and x i denotes the quality value of the ith hired secretary. The optimal policy of the SSAP can be used to maximize the expected sum of the qualities in the full information multiple choice secretary problem . Assume that the workers' success rates are p i 1 for i 1, 2, . . . , k and p i 0 for i k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n. Then, Theorem 1 determines the optimal policy for the SSAP that maximizes E[ k j 1 x i j ], which is the same as the objective function of the multiple choice secretary problem. The optimal policy hires the arriving secretary if their quality value is in one of the k highest intervals defined by Corollary 1, x ∈ (a n−k,n , a n,n ], with x denoting the quality value, and n denoting the total number of candidates.
Other Extensions
Several other extensions of the secretary problem and the sequential assignment problem are studied in the literature. For example, Smith (1975) studies the secretary problem with uncertain employment, whereby each secretary refuses an employment offer with a fixed probability. The objective is to maximize the probability of hiring the best secretary. The doubly stochastic sequential assignment problem (DSSAP) is an extension of SSAP that can be used to study the sequential assignment problem in which a worker has a certain probability of being available for a possible assignment .
Generalizing the reward function to a time-dependent model is an important extension of the basic formulations for both the secretary problem and the SSAP. Rasmussen and Pliska (1975) study the secretary problem with a discount factor α, whereas Albright (1974) models the SSAP with a time-dependent reward function. They derive the optimal policy and prove that it has a similar threshold structure.
Assuming that the number of sequentially arriving elements is limited is not realistic in several applications. Moreover, studying the problem with an infinite number of online elements provides insight on the limiting behavior of the optimal interval thresholds. Gianini and Samuels (1976) study the infinite secretary problem, whereas Albright and Derman (1972) investigate the limiting behavior of the optimal intervals as the number of assignments approaches infinity for SSAP.
Finally, the secretary problem with a random number of candidates assumes that the number of sequentially arriving candidates is random. Presman and Sonin (1972) study the problem with the objective to maximize the probability of selecting the best element. The optimal policy computes a set of (possibly) discontinuous stopping points, referred to as islands (i.e., whereas the optimal policy of the secretary problem hires the first relatively best candidate in stages k, k + 1, . . . , n, the optimal policy of the secretary problem with a random number of candidates is of the form "hire the first relatively best candidate in stages {k 1 , k 1 + 1, . . . , k 2 } ∪ {k 2 + z, k 2 + z + 1, . . . , k 3 } ∪ . . .," with z ≥ 0 a constant that depends on the distribution of the number of tasks).
Oveis Gharan and Vondrak (2011) study the secretary problem with an unknown number of candidates. They show that if the number of elements is selected by an adversary from {1, 2, . . . , N}, then there exists a randomized algorithm that finds the best secretary with probability no less than 1/(H N−1 + 1), where H K K i 1 1 i is the Kth harmonic number. They further show that there is no algorithm that hires the best secretary with probability more than 1/H N .
Nikolaev and Jacobson (2010) consider the SSAP with a random number of tasks. They assume that the distribution of the number of tasks is known. To find the optimal policy, they define a surrogate problem as the SSAP with a fixed number of tasks N max , where N max is the maximum possible number of tasks. The task values in the surrogate problem (x ) are computed using the distribution of the number of tasks: if x j−1 0, then x j 0. Otherwise, x j x j with probability N max i j P i / N max i j−1 P i and x j 0 with probability P j−1 / N max i j−1 P i . Then, they use the SSAP with task values coming from not necessarily independent random variables (Kennedy 1986 ) to find the optimal policy of the surrogate problem, which is used to derive the optimal assignment of the SSAP with a random number of tasks.
Algorithms for the Generalized SSAP Using the Weighted Secretary Problem
This section uses the weighted secretary problem to obtain assignment policies for the GSSAP without any prior information on the task values. Babaioff et al. (2009) study the weighted secretary problem, in which up to K secretaries are selected and assigned irrevocably to K positions with weights w 1 ≥ w 2 ≥ . . . ≥ w K such that K i 1 x i w i is maximized, where x i is the value of the secretary assigned to position i, and x i 0 if position i is not filled. They propose the interval reservation algorithm, which observes the first l n 2 elements (referred to as the training set) and computes a set of thresholds to assign secretaries to the positions. The intervals are defined as I i (x i ,x i−1 ) for i > 1 and let I 1 (x 1 , ∞), wherex i is the ith largest quality value in the training set. Upon arrival of a secretary with value x e from the remaining n − l secretaries (hereafter called the selection set), the secretary is assigned to position m with smallest index such that m ≥ m e , where m e is such that x e ∈ I(m e ).
To analyze the interval reservation algorithm, Babaioff et al. (2009) propose an algorithm, referred to as algorithm B, which follows the same steps as the interval reservation algorithm but assigns secretary e to position m e if the position is not yet filled. Otherwise, secretary e is not assigned to a position. Note that the expected value achieved by the interval reservation algorithm is greater than or equal to the one achieved by algorithm B because each position is filled in the interval reservation algorithm by a secretary with a value at least as large as the secretary filling the same position in algorithm B (Babaioff et al. 2009 ). Therefore, the competitive ratio achieved by the interval reservation algorithm is at least as good as the competitive ratio achieved by algorithm B. This result is formalized as Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 (Babaioff et al. 2009 ). The expected weighted value achieved by the interval reservation algorithm is at least that achieved by algorithm B.
Babaioff et al. (2009) prove a 4-competitive ratio for algorithm B. Then, as formalized in Theorem 2, they conclude that the interval reservation algorithm is 4-competitive.
Theorem 2 (Babaioff et al. 2009 ). Algorithm B is 4-competitive. Therefore, by Lemma 1, the interval reservation algorithm is 4-competitive.
The weighted secretary problem is equivalent to the SSAP with no prior information on task values (i.e., the GSSAP), where secretaries correspond to the sequentially arriving tasks and positions (weights) correspond to workers (success rates). The main question addressed in this section is how to assign the tasks in the training phase? Note that maximizing the number of assignments in the GSSAP is equivalent to maximizing the number of matchings in an online matching problem, which is necessary for customer satisfaction.
Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 propose three different methods to divide workers into groups recursively and assign tasks to the workers of each group using the interval reservation algorithm. Whereas the first two algorithms achieve a 4-competitive ratio, the third algorithm is a 6-competitive randomized algorithm that assigns each task to any of the workers with equal probability.
The Recursive Interval Reservation Algorithm
The RIRA (RIRA) recursively applies the interval reservation algorithm to groups of workers: The first group of workers includes the l n 2 workers with the smallest success rates, which are assigned the tasks of the training set (i.e., the first l tasks), and the second group includes workers with the n − l largest success rates, which are assigned tasks in the selection set (i.e., the last n − l tasks). The tasks in the training set are assigned to the workers by recursively applying the interval reservation algorithm to the training set (i.e., workers of the first group are again divided into two groups, with the first l 2 tasks assigned to the group with the smallest success rates and the last l − l 2 tasks assigned to the group with the largest success rates, and so on). Similar to the interval reservation algorithm, the RIRA assigns the task with a value in the kth highest interval to the worker p (l) if l is the smallest index such that l ≥ k. If there is no such worker, then the task is assigned to the worker with success rate p (l) such that l is the largest index with l < k. This guarantees that each task is assigned to a worker. The intuition behind the RIRA is that less skilled workers (i.e., workers with smaller success rates) are assigned tasks without a training data set (or more precisely, with a smaller training set), and more skilled workers, who have a larger effect on the total reward, are assigned tasks after a (larger) training phase.
The RIRA is formalized as Algorithm 1, with x k denoting the kth arriving task's value and x (i) (p (i) ) denoting the ith largest task (success rate) value. There are s log(n) + 1 rounds of dividing the workers into two groups and assigning the tasks to the second group of workers using the thresholds defined by the tasks assigned to the first group. The first part of the algorithm recursively divides the workers into groups, saved in the rows of matrix B. The first group of workers A is divided into two groups in the next iteration. The second group B( j), which includes the workers with the largest success rates, is assigned tasks in the s − j + 1th round. For example, in the GSSAP with four workers with success rates p (4) ≤ p (3) ≤ p (2) ≤ p (1) , there are s log(4) + 1 3 rounds of dividing the workers. The first round divides the workers into two groups, with the first group A new {p (3) , p (4) } (which is divided in the next iteration), and the second group B(1) {p (1) , p (2) } (which is assigned the last two tasks). The next round divides A old (which is A new of the previous iteration) into two group, with A new {p (4) } and B(2) {p (3) }. The third round includes the worker with the smallest success rate B(3) {p (4) }. Jacobson: Generalized Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem Stochastic Systems, 2018, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 293-306, © 2018 The Author(s) 
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The second part of the algorithm assigns the sequentially arriving tasks to the groups of workers obtained in the first part. It updates the optimal intervals using the tasks assigned at each round. In the above example, B(s) B(3) {p (4) } includes one worker, who is assigned the first arriving task. Then, the interval thresholds are updated using the value of the first arriving task. However, because B(2) {p (3) } includes only one worker, the second task is assigned to this worker. The third round assigns the next two tasks to the workers in B(1) using the thresholds defined by the first two task values.
Lemma 2. The RIRA achieves a reward at least as large as the interval reservation algorithm.
Proof. We must prove that the RIRA assigns each task to a worker with a success rate at least as large as the one assigned by the interval reservation algorithm. This proves that each assignment by the RIRA achieves a reward at least as large as the interval reservation algorithm, and hence proves the lemma.
Assume that task i is assigned to the worker with success rate p (l) by the interval reservation algorithm. If the worker is available, the RIRA assigns task i to the same worker. This is true because the task value is placed in the same interval, and the smallest l larger than k (with k the interval where the task value is placed) is the same for both algorithms.
Assume that the worker with success rate p (l) is previously assigned to another task and the RIRA assigns the task to a worker with success rate p (l) . Note thatl is the largest index smaller than k (with k the interval where the task value is placed) while l ≥ k. Therefore,l ≤ l and p (l) ≥ p (l) . Moreover, the number of remaining tasks and workers in each stage of the RIRA are equal. Therefore, the set of workers in the RIRA is not empty, and there is at least one p (l) to assign task i. □ Theorem 3. The RIRA is 4-competitive.
Proof. By Theorem 2, the interval reservation algorithm is 4-competitive. Lemma 2 shows that the RIRA performs at least as well as the interval reservation algorithm. Therefore, the RIRA is 4-competitive. □ Algorithm 1 (The Recursive Interval Reservation Algorithm (RIRA))
Assign the next r sequentially arriving tasks to workers with success rates p (l) ∈ B(s − j + 1), where r |B(s − j + 1)|: if x i ∈ I k then Assign the ith task to the worker with success rate p (l) ∈ B(s − j + 1) such that l is the smallest index with l ≥ k; If there is no such worker, assign the task to the worker with success rate p (l) ∈ B(s − j + 1) such that l is the largest index with l < k end Update the intervals using the r tasks assigned: I k (x (k) , x (k−1) ) for k 1, 2, . . . , n + 1, with x (n+1) −∞ and x (0) +∞ end Lemma 3. The reward achieved by the RIRA for the problem with n tasks and workers is at least 1 4 n i n−l+1 x (i) p (i) larger than the reward achieved by the interval reservation algorithm.
Proof. Letx i denote the task assigned to position i and R IRA denote the total reward achieved by the interval reservation algorithm. Because the interval reservation algorithm observes the first l secretaries without assigning any of them, the total reward it achieves is given by
Let x i denote the task value assigned to position i and R RIRA denote the total reward achieved by the RIRA. Then,
Therefore,
Let x * ( j) denote the jth largest task value among the first l tasks (i.e., the training set). The first l tasks are assigned to the workers with the l smallest success rates. By 4-competitiveness of the interval reservation algorithm (Theorem 2), the reward of assigning the first l tasks is at least 1 4 times the maximum offline reward of assigning the first l tasks to workers with the smallest l success rates:
Because x * ( j) ≥ x (n−l+j) for j 1, 2, . . . , l (i.e., the best task among the first l tasks is at least as good as the (n − l + 1)th task among all n tasks and so on), n i n−l+1
which together with (6) completes the proof. □
The Deterministic Dividing Algorithm
The ith largest task value has the same probability of appearing in the first and second half of the sequentially arriving tasks in a random arrival model. Therefore, assigning all workers with larger success rates in the second half of the assignment process decreases the expected number of assignments, where the ith largest task value is assigned to the ith largest success rate (as in the optimal offline assignment). Similar to the recursive interval reservation algorithm, the deterministic dividing algorithm (DDA) recursively divides the workers into two groups and applies the interval reservation algorithm to each group. However, whereas the RIRA divides the workers into a group with the smallest success rates and a group with the largest success rates, the DDA divides the workers into two groups of approximately the same success rate values: the tasks in the training set, in the n−stage problem, are assigned to workers with success rates {p (2k) |2k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}, and the selection set's tasks are assigned to workers with success rates {p (2k+1) |2k + 1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}. This policy increases the expected number of assignments, where the ith largest task and success rate values are matched. Theorem 4 proves that the DDA, which is formally presented as Algorithm 2, is 4-competitive. Khatibi , 2018, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 293-306, © Proof. Let p (n) ≤ p (n−1) ≤ . . . ≤ p (1) denote the workers success rates and x (n) ≤ x (n−1) ≤ . . . ≤ x (1) denote the task values. The DDA assigns a task to the worker with the largest success rate p (1) exactly in the same manner as the interval reservation algorithm. Therefore, in expectation, the reward of assigning a task to this worker by the DDA is at least 1 4 x (1) p (1) . The same procedure as in the proof of 4-competitiveness for the interval reservation algorithm is used to prove that the expected reward that the DDA achieves by assigning a task to each of the other workers is at least 1 4 times the maximum offline reward. Define algorithm B in the same way as discussed in Lemma 1: if x j ∈ I k , algorithm B assigns the task to worker with success rate p (k) if and only if the worker has not already been assigned, and discards the task otherwise (Babaioff et al. 2009 ). It will be proven that algorithm B achieves at least 1 4 of the optimal offline reward. Together with Lemma 1, this result proves that the expected reward achieved by the DDA is at least 1 4 of the optimal offline reward. The DDA assigns a task to the worker with success rate p (2) in one of stages z 1 2 n 2 + 1, 1 2 n 2 + 2, . . . , n 2 . Given that the task x (2) or a task with a larger value (i.e., x (1) ) appears in a random order at position z, then with probability 1 2 n 2 z − 1 the next most valuable task (i.e., the task with the next largest value) that appeared before x (2) (or x (1) ) appears in the training set (i.e., in one of the stages 1, 2, . . . , 1 2 n 2 ).
Conditioning on this event, with probability 1 2 n 2 − 1 z − 2 the next less valuable task (i.e., the task with the next smallest value) that appeared before x (2) (or x (1) ) appears in the training set. These two events are sufficient conditions that a task with a value at least as large as x (2) is assigned to the worker with success rate p (2) by algorithm B (Babaioff et al. 2009 ). The probability that the task in position z has a value at least as large as x (2) is 2 n (because this is equal to the probability that the task has the value x (1) or x (2) ). Therefore, the probability that the worker with success rate p (2) is assigned to a task with a value at least as large as x (2) by algorithm B is given by
As n → +∞, (9) is at least 1 4 . Therefore, in expectation, the reward achieved by the worker with success rate p (2) using the DDA is at least 1 4 times the reward achieved by the same worker in the optimal assignment. To prove that the same competitive ratio holds for the reward achieved by the other workers, note that x (i) p (i) ≥ x (i+1) p (i+1) for i 3, 5, 7, . . .. Therefore, the reward achieved by the workers with success rates p (3) , p (5) , p (7) , . . . , is at least half of the remaining reward and hence, proving a 2-competitive ratio for the reward achieved by these workers is equivalent to proving a 4-competitive ratio for the total reward achieved by the workers with success rates p (3) , p (4) , p (5) , . . . , p (n) . Consider the worker with success rate p (k) with {k 2l + 1|2l + 1 ∈ {3, . . . , n}}. The probability that the task in position z has a value at least as large as x (k) is at least 2 n (because this is equal to the probability that the task has a value x (k) or x (k+1) ). Therefore, following the same steps as (9), for stages z n 2 + 1, n 2 + 2, . . . , n, the probability that the worker with success rate p (k) (k 3, 5, 7, . . .) is assigned to a task with a value at least as large as x (k) is given by
which is at least 1 2 as n → +∞. Therefore, in expectation, the reward achieved by the workers with success rate p (3) , p (4) , p (5) , . . . , p (n) using the DDA is at least 1 4 times the reward achieved by the same workers in the optimal assignment. □ Lemma 4 compares the expected reward achieved by the DDA with the minimum expected reward achieved by the interval reservation algorithm. Together with Lemma 3, this result can be used to compare the lower bound of the reward achieved by the DDA and the RIRA. 
where 1 4 n j 1 x ( j) p ( j) is the lower bound of the expected reward achieved by the interval reservation algorithm.
Proof. Let x i j denote the task assigned to the worker with success rate p ( j) , j 1, 2, . . . , n, by the DDA. Then, the expected reward achieved by the DDA is given by
A lower bound for each of the two terms in the right hand-side of (11) is proven, which are used to prove (10). By Theorem 4, { j 2k|2k∈{1,2,...,n}}
The DDA uses the interval reservation algorithm to assign tasks to workers with success rates p (1) , p (3) , . . . , p (n−1) . In the SSAP with n tasks and workers, the interval reservation algorithm does not assign any tasks to the workers with the smallest n 2 success rates. To prove a tighter lower bound on the reward that the DDA achieves by assigning tasks to the workers with success rates p (1) , p (3) , . . . , p (n−1) (i.e., the first term in the right hand-side of (11)), define n − (n − n 2 ) auxiliary workers with success rates p (n) , which increases the set of available workers to n workers with success rates p (1) , p (3) , . . . , p (n−1) , p (n) , p (n) , . . . , p (n) , where the smallest n 2 success rates are all equal to p (n) . By Theorem 2, { j 2k+1|2k+1∈{1,2,...,n}}
Inserting (12) and (13) into (11),
which completes the proof. □ Jacobson: Generalized Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem Stochastic Systems, 2018, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 293-306, © 2018 The Author(s) 
The Random Dividing Algorithm
This section describes an incentive compatible algorithm for GSSAP. First, we define incentive compatibility for the sequential assignment problem.
Definition 3. An algorithm for the sequential assignment problem is incentive compatible if it assigns each task to each of the workers with equal probability.
Note that in the n-stage problem (with n tasks and n workers), an incentive compatible algorithm assigns each task to each worker with probability 1/n. Incentive compatible mechanisms have been proposed for various online matching problems in recent years. For example, Buchbinder et al. (2013) study the incentive compatible secretary problem via linear programming. Goel et al. (2014) design an incentive compatible mechanism for allocating tasks to workers in the online crowdsourcing markets. Greshkov and Moldovanu (2010) study the assignment of heterogenous objects to impatient agents with privately known characteristics who arrive sequentially according to a Poisson or renewal process.
The random dividing algorithm (RDA) randomly orders the workers such that the ith (i 1, 2, . . . , n) largest success rate has 1 n probability of being in the jth (j 1, 2, . . . , n) position. It then uses the task values to compute interval thresholds. Tasks are assigned to workers according to algorithm B, described in the beginning of this section. Algorithm 3 formalizes this procedure. Whereas the RIRA and the DDA divide the workers into groups deterministically, the RDA generates groups of workers randomly. First, it is proven that the RDA is incentive compatible. Then, it is proven that it is 6-competitive.
Theorem 5. The RDA is incentive compatible.
Proof. Let P * {p * 1 , p * 2 , . . . , p * n } denote the success rates of randomly ordered workers. Induction is used to prove that each of the tasks arriving in stages n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, . . . , n is assigned to any of the workers with success rates P * 1 {p * n/2 +1 , p * n/2 +2 , . . . , p * n } with equal probability. Because this process is recursively applied and each worker has equal probability of being in the set P * 1 , this proves that each task is assigned to each worker with equal probability. The task arriving at stage n/2 + 1 is assigned to the jth worker if the task value is in the jth interval defined by the first n/2 tasks. Because the tasks have a random arrival order, the task value is equally likely to be in any of these intervals. Therefore, the task arriving at stage n/2 + 1 is assigned to any of the workers with success rates {p * n/2 +1 , p * n/2 +2 , . . . , p * n } with equal probability. As the induction assumption, assume that tasks arriving at stages n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, . . . , t − 1 are assigned to any of the workers with success rates {p * n/2 +1 , p * n/2 +2 , . . . , p * n } with equal probability. The probability that task t is assigned to worker j is given by Pr(task t is assigned to worker j|worker j is available at stage t) × Pr(worker j is available at stage t)
By the induction assumption, because each worker has equal probability of being in the set P * 1 and each task in stages n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, . . . , t − 1 is equally likely to be assigned to any of the workers in the set P * 1 , Pr(worker j is available at stage t) is equal for all workers. Using the random arrival order of the tasks, task t is assigned to each worker with equal probability. □ Lemma 5 proves the lower bound of the reward achieved by the RDA by assigning the last n − n/2 arriving tasks to workers. Lemma 6 proves that the maximum reward of the first n/2 stages is 1 4 of the maximum reward of the n-stage problem. These two results will be used to prove a 6-competitive ratio for the RDA in Theorem 6.
Lemma 5. The expected reward that the RDA achieves by assigning the last n − n/2 arriving tasks to the workers is at least 1 8 times the maximum total reward.
Proof. Assume that n is an even number. The proof for the case of n odd follows in a similar manner. The proof consists of two parts. The first part provides a lower bound on the reward achieved by the algorithm. The second part proves that the lower bound is at least half of the maximum offline reward. Combining these two parts yields the desired competitive ratio of 8.
The last n/2 tasks are assigned to the randomly selected n/2 workers in the selection set. Using the same notation as Theorem 5, let P * {p * 1 , p * 2 , . . . , p * n } denote the success rates of randomly ordered workers. For simplicity of notation, assume that {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n/2 } denote the first n/2 workers in the randomly ordered set, and {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n/2 } denote the last n/2 workers in the set. This means that q i p * i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n/2 and r j p * n/2+j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n/2. The RDA assigns the first n/2 arriving tasks to workers with success rates q i and the last n/2 tasks to workers with success rates r j . Khatibi and Jacobson: Generalized Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem Algorithm 3 (The Random Dividing Algorithm (RDA)) RDA (n, P {p i |i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}) Randomly order the workers P * {p * 1 , p * 2 , . . . , p * n } A old P * s log(n) + 1 for j 1 to s do
for j 1 to s do Assign the next r sequentially arriving tasks to workers with success rates p (l) ∈ B(s − j + 1), where r |B(s − j + 1)|: if x i ∈ I k then Assign the ith task to the worker with success rate p (k) ∈ B(s − j + 1) if it is not assigned before; end Update the intervals using the r tasks assigned:
For the first part of the proof, notice that tasks are assigned to the workers according to algorithm B. Therefore, the expected reward of assigning the last n/2 tasks to the workers with success rates {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n/2 } is at least 1 4 times the maximum offline reward (Lemma 2):
where x i j is the task assigned to worker with success rate r j by the RDA, x ( j) is the ith largest task value (among all n tasks), and r ( j) is the jth largest success rate value in the set {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n/2 }. Notice that in (16), the maximum offline reward refers to the maximum reward of the problem with workers {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n/2 } and all n tasks because we have assumed that by the random dividing, we only have access to this set of workers for the assignment. Let R max n i 1 x (i) p (i) denote the maximum offline reward of the n-stage problem. For the second part of the proof, we show that the lower bound provided by the right-hand side of (16) achieves a certain fraction of the maximum offline reward:
Because the workers are ordered randomly,
The probability that the jth largest success rate in the randomly selected set of workers (i.e., r (j) ) is the kth largest success rate among all n workers (i.e., p (k) ) is given by 
Khatibi and Jacobson: Generalized Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem Stochastic Systems, 2018 , vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 293-306, © 2018 Note that x ( j) denotes the jth largest task value and the randomness is in the success rate of the worker assigned to the jth largest task. The constant factor multiplied by p (k) in (18) is given by k j 1 k−1 j−1 n−k n/2−j n n/2 n−1 n/2−1 n n/2
Therefore, (18) and (19) prove (17), and combining (17) and (16) yields the desired competitive ratio:
Lemma 6 focuses on the first n/2 stages of the assignment process. Notice that whereas Lemma 5 provides a bound for the reward achieved by the RDA for the last n − n/2 stages, Lemma 6 compares the maximum offline reward of the first n/2 stages with the maximum offline reward of the n-stage problem. This means that Lemma 6 does not evaluate the performance of the RDA but instead finds the maximum (offline) expected reward of the first n/2 stages when the workers are randomly ordered. Lemma 6. The maximum expected reward of the first n/2 stages of the problem (i.e., with the first n/2 tasks and the first n/2 workers in the randomly ordered set) is 1 4 times the maximum total reward of the n-stage problem.
Proof. Assume that n is an even number. The proof for the case of n odd follows in a similar manner. We use the same notation as the previous lemma. Let P * {p * 1 , p * 2 , . . . , p * n } denote the success rates of randomly ordered workers, and {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n/2 } denote the first n/2 workers in the randomly ordered set. Let {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n/2 } denote the first n/2 tasks. Letx (j) denote the jth largest task value among the first n/2 tasks, and q ( j) is the jth largest success rate in the set {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n/2 }. It must be proven that
where R max n j 1 x (j) p ( j) is the maximum offline reward. Note that the left-hand side of (21) is the maximum offline reward of the first n/2 stages. The maximum offline reward assigns the jth largest task value among the first n/2 tasks to the worker with the jth largest success rate among the randomly selected workers. Because the workers and the task are (independently) ordered randomly,
where k−1 j−1 ( ) n−k n/2−j ( ) n n/2 ( ) is the probability that the jth largest success rate (task value) in the randomly selected set of workers (among the first n/2 tasks) is the kth largest success rate (task value) among all n workers (tasks). Inserting (22) into (21),
Using (19), the constant factor multiplied by p (k) (x (k) ) in (23) is 1 2 . Therefore, the constant factor multiplied by x (k) p (k) is 1 4 , which completes the proof. □ Note that the result of Lemma 6 is intuitive. The expected reward of the first n/2 tasks is 1 2 of the expected reward of n tasks because they arrive in a random order. When the workers are also ordered randomly, the maximum expected reward of the first n/2 stages become 1 4 of the maximum reward of the n-stage problem.
1 4
where E[R RDA ] denotes the expected reward achieved by the RDA, and R max n i 1 x (i) p (i) is the maximum offline reward. Therefore, as n → +∞, the RDA is 6-competitive. □
Optimal Competitive Ratios
The proposed algorithms for GSSAP are not optimal. The linear programming technique can be used to provide an upper bound on the performance of the optimal policies for online matching problem. The linear programming technique models the online matching problem as a linear program, with the objective providing an upper bound on the expected reward and the constraints representing the problem constraints. For example, the constraints of GSSAP guarantee that each task is assigned to one worker and each worker is assigned to one task. This technique can be used to prove the following result (Buchbinder et al. 2013 ).
Theorem 7. No algorithm for GSSAP can achieve a competitive ratio better than e. Moreover, no algorithm for the incentive compatible problem can achieve a competitive ratio better than 4.
Numerical Experiments
This section reports the results of several numerical experiments. The experiments use the RIRA (RIRA), deterministic dividing algorithm (DDA), and the random dividing algorithm (RDA) to assign sequentially arriving tasks to workers with fixed success rates. Table 1 shows the results for task values generated uniformly with values between (1, 10), whereas Table 2 reports the results for exponentially distributed task values with mean 10. The workers success rates for the GSSAP with n tasks are {1, 2, . . . , n} (i.e., the success rate of the jth worker is j). The performance of the three methods is compared by reporting the minimum ratio between the online and offline rewards in 1,000 iterations (i.e., the minimum ratio between the reward achieved by each of the algorithms and the maximum offline reward over 1,000 different problem instances).
In all experiments DDA performs the best. DDA assigns half of the workers with the largest success rates (i.e., the second, fourth, sixth, . . ., largest success rates among all n workers) to the first n/2 arriving tasks and the other half to the last n − n/2 arriving tasks. Because the tasks have a random arrival order, the ith largest task value is Khatibi and Jacobson: Generalized Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem Stochastic Systems, 2018 , vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 293-306, © 2018 equally likely to arrive in the first half or the second half of the assignment process. Therefore, DDA increases the expected number of assignments in which the worker with the ith largest success rate is assigned to the task with the ith largest value and hence, increases the total expected reward.
Summary and Conclusion
This paper describes the sequential stochastic assignment problem (SSAP) as a generalization of the secretary problem, in which each of the selected elements is assigned to a distinct position. The weighted secretary problem is used to relax the assumption that task values are independently drawn from a known distribution in SSAP and propose assignment policies for the generalized SSAP (GSSAP). The proposed assignment policies provide intuitive models to deal with the training phase in an online matching problem. Exploring new extensions of GSSAP using the secretary problem and studying the relation between the GSSAP and online matching problems are possible future research directions.
